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Senate Resolution 347

By: Senator Miller of the 49th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Milton Martin Toyota of Gainesville on the occasion of its1

50th anniversary; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, in 1961, Mr. Milton Martin, Sr., purchased a used car dealership in downtown3

Gainesville across the street from a large church and the county courthouse; and4

WHEREAS, Mr. Milton began his legendary commitment to the community with a5

satisfaction guaranteed policy which became, and remains today, the credo of the community6

oriented, family business now encompassing three generations; and7

WHEREAS, in 1970, Mr. Martin purchased a Toyota franchise, which today stands as8

Georgia's oldest Toyota dealership; and9

WHEREAS, over the years, Milton Martin Toyota continued its growth with a strong work10

ethic and drive to please customers and has succeeded by following the tenets of11

Christ-centered living, honesty and integrity, humility, continuous improvement, and12

commitment to excellence; and13

WHEREAS, the dealership demonstrates its commitment to community with its long14

standing support of the Boys and Girls Club, Georgia CASA, Challenged Child and Friends,15

Gainesville Care Center, Gainesville Parks and Recreation, Gainesville Police Department,16

Hall County Fire Services, Eagle Ranch, Gainesville and Hall County schools, and Vision17

Atlanta; and18

WHEREAS, professional development at Milton Martin Toyota is anchored by its19

longstanding memberships in the Greater Hall Chamber of Commerce and the Georgia20

Automobile Dealers Association; and21
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WHEREAS, this outstanding Georgia company is not only to committed to growing business22

but also to growing successful employees and families; and23

WHEREAS, Mr. Martin with Milton Martin Toyota has established a heritage of honest24

relations with customers and community involvement and has remained faithful to key tenets25

which have sustained the business 50 years after its founding.26

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body27

commend Milton Martin Toyota of Gainesville for 50 years of quality customer service and28

dedicated community support.29

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed30

to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Milton Martin Toyota of Gainesville.31


